Tunisia Section

Getting Closer to Industry
- Realization of seminars, which brings together the future engineers and industrialists
- Present the opportunities that offer IEEE to industrials
- Associate industrialists in the sections activities
- Show the profits of the industrial subscription to the IEEE.
- Invite the engineers of the industrial environment to participate in the activities of the Student Branches.
- IEEE can launch a program (such as the one of the ads at readings) to encourage industrial IEEE members to visit the section and animate seminars and talk about the benefits of IEEE.

Students and Young Professionals
- Activities in our section to support students and young professionals are the following:
  - Proposal of competition and distribution of price.
  - Congress student branches
- To better support students and young professionals: Encourage and support the exchange of students between Sections

Section Vitality
- The Tunisia section must have a legal entity in Tunisia
- The Tunisian currency is not convertible so we must find a solution to facilitate the payment of membership in Tunisia
- The Tunisia Section should organize a Region 8 Conference

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback
- New Tunisian Chapters
- New student branches
- Organization of the IEEE Tunisia Section Volunteers Congress